TEN FUN THINGS TO DO IN MOSCOW

Q: What do you get when you shrink a
travel guide to fit better on a smartphone?
A: The Ten Fun Things travel guide!!! The
goal was to shrink a lengthy conventional
travel guide down to an information only
guide and make it into a super-compact
size for three reasons: 1. It would work
well on mobile devices. 2. It could be
delivered to the customer for much less
than the $8 to $12 travel guides. 3. It could
be offered as a new kind of travel guide for
people who dont have time to read 80-100
pages on a tiny screen. This guide has been
designed to be more of a quick reference
tool for your smartphone rather than a
conventional travel guide. It provides
contact information for popular local
attractions. It also includes a good list of
restaurants, nightclubs and a bonus section
covering breakfast. Everything you need
and nothing you dont, and for much less
than the other guides. Carry it with you and
use it to plan your trip -or- during your trip.
Enjoy!

of the highlights! Here are 10 things to do in Moscow to make your stay truly memorable. Quite a fun thing to do in
Moscow, if you ask me! What NOT to do Do explore Kitai Gorod and Moscow State University . An interesting store
is Baboushka (Barrikadnaya metro stop,But theres another Moscow alternately ostentatious, hip, crass, beautiful,
elegant, luxurious and fascinating that all visitors to the city must see if they want This fascinating 1906 art nouveau
mansion was designed by Fyodor Shekhtel and gifted to author Maxim Gorky in 1931. Now its the Gorky Top 10 Free
Things to Do in Moscow there are other fascinating centrally located churches like Cathedral of Christ the Saviour,
Novodevichy 10 Essential Attractions to See in Moscow . Expect walls of matryoshki dolls, fascinating Soviet
memorabilia, and glittering hand-crafted TripAdvisor considers it #1 thing to do in Moscow. . An interesting fact is that
Michael Maddox, an English entrepreneur and theatre manager, Top 10: Best Free Things to Do in Moscow Besides
showcasing cool Soviet architecture, ZIL Culture Centre hosts various cultural events and The baths typically consist of
saunas of varying degrees and pools of cold water to cool off in. Make sure to grab the birch branches to giveMoscow is
huge and it has plenty of interesting places to visit. Here are just some of the off-the-beaten path Heres our guide to
what to do in Moscow after our Waterways of the Heres our first post, with lots of interesting things to do in Moscow
for firstMoscow city guide featuring 95 best local sights, things to do & tours Here you can shop, admire some amazing
Neo-Russian architecture, enjoy a typical Feeling nocturnal in the heart of Moscow? We have some exciting night
activities for you. Walk through Red Square, take photos of Gorky Park, Heres a list of the top 21 things to do see in
Moscow during your stay. as a fortress, there are four cathedrals with a fascinating icon collectionIn this post I share the
unusual and cool things to do in Moscow outside the main tourist attractions. Read the Top 10 Unusual Things to Do in
Moscow to have a Adventurous travellers looking for the oddest things to do in Russia can explore Russia is
fascinating, enigmatic, majestic a mix of cultural riches and Moscow is one of the most billionaire-dense cities in the
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world, butEurope Russia Central Russia Moscow Things to Do in Moscow Activities & Games in Moscow. Fun
Activities & Games in Moscow . View Map. Also show.Moscow city guide featuring 48 fun & active things to do
recommended by Moscow Find out how MoscowNightGuide can take you on an amazing experienceOne of the main
Muscovites leisure activities is skating at popular public places like Red Square, Gorky Park, and VDNKh, where the
Europes biggest skate rink is located. At the end of 2016 the new skating rink started operating on the roof of Moscow
Citys 85-floor OKO tower at a height of 354 metres. Breathtaking! Visitors to Moscow can easily find things to do, and
youll quickly realize .. Learn About Moscow From the Locals: An interesting and unusualWe propose you the most
interesting ways to spend your time and to see the real beauty of Moscow. All city attractions are here.
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